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CHAPTER I: SCOPING 
 
I. Introduction 

In the decade 1990 to 2000, five of the six fastest growing states in the United 

States were in the West (Perry and Mackun, 2001). Ironically, this region also 

encompasses the largest area of protected public lands (PPLs) in the country. Federally 

protected lands are managed by principles focused on ecological preservation, recreation, 

and development of natural resources. However, land-use demands generated by the 

recent population boom and its urban expansion are not complementary to these 

management principles. Consequently, incompatibility with land uses outside designated 

boundaries are breaking natural linkages and processes required to sustain healthy 

ecosystems and PPL functionality.  

This trend of intensified land development within rural areas of the United States 

has been termed “exurbanization” or suburban expansion. It is not clear if PPLs were the 

magnet for exurbanization, or whether population increases themselves led to the spread 

of cities and suburbs into areas next to PPLs. In either case, the boom in population 

growth and the economic changes in the region coupled with abundant undeveloped and 

generally uncontaminated lands in large parcels at relatively low prices, offers developers 

a promising market. Moreover, rural development proposals use as a marketing tool the 

proximity of western lands to amenities provided by PPLs such as recreation and higher 

environmental quality. 

Development at the wildland-urban interface has multiplied the functions of the 

PPL’s external edge. Originally, lands beyond PPL boundaries were crossing points that 
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maintained connectivity with natural corridors in and out of administered lands. 

However, with population growth and expansion, lands at the PPL edge evolved to 

function as a natural barrier that absorbs and filters spilled impacts from urban 

development before it could reach core protected lands. Today, urban expansion is 

eroding this protection barrier and the PPL external edge is also seen as valuable land to 

enjoy PPL amenities without strict regulations. As defined by Ewert (1993), this area of 

wildland-urban interface is a unique center of interaction between different political 

forces and potential competing interests. These interactions define the challenges facing 

PPL managers, neighbors, local organization, and government agencies concerned with 

maintaining healthy natural ecosystems and the land’s sustainable enjoyment for society. 

Therefore, PPL’s edge is more threatened than lands within PPL boundaries because the 

values of natural resources in this peripheral area are shared but not under governmental 

protection. 

PPL’s edge offers newcomers the opportunity to develop next to open spaces, the 

appeal of a better quality of life, and access to nature right in their backyards. However, 

dramatic land use changes around protected areas generate serious impacts on the land’s 

ecological balance and challenges all other managerial responsibilities. Urban 

encroachment in these areas brings with it not only population growth followed by an 

increase in impervious surface, but also daily household activities with adverse 

repercussions for the natural environment. Problems such as invasive exotic species, 

recreational access, animal road killings, fire suppression, water quality, and habitat 
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fragmentation are a few of the issues faced by public land managers as development 

occurs at the edge of PPLs. 

Some effects of urban encroachment on PPLs are reflected in the rising number of 

cases where adjacent private property is affected by wildfires or wildlife. Moreover, 

external pressures associated with urban growth interrupt traditional PPL activities such 

as recreation and extraction of resources. When urban development moves closer to PPL 

boundaries, it gets more challenging for land managers to maintain the original 

management principles in harmony with the stewardship of natural resources. In the 

following sections, the effects of urban encroachment on PPL management principles of 

ecological preservation, recreation, and extractive resources will be defined. Moreover, 

the discussion will aim to distinguish how recent land use tendencies of rural expansion 

towards PPLs have generated new concerns for PPL management and local government 

about the health and safety of new residents and visitors. 

II. Key Issues Identified and Defined 

a. Ecological Preservation 

As lands segregate from development, protected public lands (PPLs) provide 

natural open space for native plants and wildlife. In a growing developing region, PPLs 

are a window into those natural systems but also a confined refuge for many species that 

would be unable to survive in urbanized environments. However, wildlife does not 

respect human-drawn boundaries. Healthy wildlife populations rely on both larger 

landscapes beyond PPL boundaries and migration corridors between lands. While 

wildlands were considered remote for humans, and because a pristine environment 
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surrounded PPLs, species crossed administrative boundaries without inconvenience. 

Nevertheless, with the social, economic, and political evolution of the country, natural 

landscapes have been fragmented. Nowadays, PPLs are not always contiguous and in 

some cases development isolates wildlife from their ecological corridors. Edifications 

abutting PPLs obstruct wildlife movement with a hard boundary and development 

patches through the landscape create soft edges that manipulate species movement.  

Habitat fragmentation as a result of development and new activities in the 

wildland-urban interface has moved edge effects closer to PPLs. Edges are areas of 

interactions, and landscape transformations have intensified external pressures over the 

natural environment and its exposition to anthropogenic stresses from urban expansion. 

As a result, PPL boundaries are suffering from edge effects such as the spread of 

generalist species that are usually more resistant to intense environments than native 

species. Consequently, original habitat areas are further reduced to PPL interiors, 

threatening the stability of indigenous species. Additionally, edge effects inside PPLs are 

becoming increasingly serious because activities permitted within boundaries have 

intensified, thus interrupting the natural balance. While extractive industries inside PPLs 

have always been considered a disturbance to the ecosystem, given the rapid population 

boom, recreational activities have multiplied and are often related to changes in species 

behavior and numbers.  

Urban encroachment over PPLs has generated new ecological concerns related to 

the effects of natural elements threatening the health and safety of new residents. One of 

the most conflictive natural occurrences involves wildfire. Urban development at the 
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edge of PPLs limits land manager’s efforts to let wildfires burn and spread as it naturally 

would because it threatens land owner’s lives and property. Moreover, population 

expansion and development alone has added to increased fire hazards. The use of 

flammable materials in construction and in daily household activities, leaked oils from 

cars, unextinguished campfires, or even dropped cigarette butts are a few examples of 

public ignorance and indifference with regard to fire hazards.  

Another natural element threatening new Western residents is dangerous animals. 

With the urbanization of the wildland interface wildlife’s migration corridors have been 

interrupted and their food sources and habitats have been altered. Animals trying to cope 

with these changes have substituted their natural necessities with urban nourishment and 

shelter. These alternatives can include pets, pet food, and garden fruits as nourishment, 

and pools, humid cabins, or dark corners as shelter.  However, in an encounter with 

humans, wild animals could, as is their nature, feel threatened and respond aggressively. 

With a reciprocate feeling of menace, residents have implemented controls and wildlife 

management programs in their neighborhoods. The consequences have resulted in lack of 

food leading to species malnutrition and starvation, road killings, and even poaching and 

hunting, decreasing the population numbers of many wild animals inside and outside 

PPLs.  Living at the edge of PPLs represents a risk to human safety and private property 

but also another challenge to maintain minimum viable population numbers of these wild 

species. Therefore, while landownership at the PPL edge gets more diverse and 

developed, the threats and responsibilities of managing fire and natural wildlife and 

resources around PPLs increases.   
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b. Recreation 

For society, PPL’s natural resources and landscape represent an encounter with 

nature and a center for outdoor recreational activities. While mountains, rivers, caves, and 

vegetation are refuges for many species, for humans, these natural environments provide 

an arena for recreational activities. PPL managers are tasked with preserving these 

natural environments in a healthy condition while simultaneously guaranteeing the 

enjoyment of resources for society through recreation. Moreover, recreation represents a 

central asset and one of the core management goals for federal lands besides being a 

source of revenue. However, with urban expansion, decreasing transportation costs, and 

advertisement and technological advancements, the popularity of these lands has 

increased over time. As a result, levels of recreational use inside and outside PPLs are 

consequently growing as well. Impacts from increases in recreation intensities have been 

reflected in changes in the natural ecosystems and in the management constraints to 

fulfill public needs. Therefore, maintaining equilibrium between the protection of natural 

resources and increased recreational activity is a challenge for PPL management. 

Furthermore, the conflict has developed an ongoing debate around creating parameters 

for recreational use and potential restrictions of it in some PPLs.  

As land managers’ arguments persist in the discussion surrounding the types and 

intensities of recreational activities that should be allowed in PPLs, public access to these 

lands has emerged in the debate. With urban development encroaching on PPL 

boundaries, open access represents an uncontrolled interchange between wild protected 

public lands and the “developed” world. Diversity of land ownership at the edge of PPLs, 
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often representing different land uses and priorities, complicates federal land managers’ 

task of balancing the public’s desire to access these areas.  

c. Extractive Uses 

 During and beyond American westward expansion, the “Wild, Wild, West” 

gained reputation as prime country for extractive industries such as mining, logging, and 

grazing. Originally, these activities were established in the West because of the vast 

amounts of land, abundance of resources, and rural nature of the terrain. The federal 

government, being the largest landowner of the region, set aside extensive areas of land 

to protect its scenic treasures but also as a reservoir of resources for future development. 

However, in the “modern” populated West, resource-extracting activities do not fit the 

landscape expectations of many newcomers who have moved in looking to experience 

the “natural environment”. Noises, odors, air and water pollution, and large vehicle 

traffic, are examples of the nuisances related to extractive industries that are harmful to 

humans and wildlife. Therefore, while urban settlements expand towards PPLs there is an 

incompatibility with existing surrounding land uses.   

As market-based activities around extractive industries struggle to prevail over 

urban development, a new economy based on recreation and tourism keeps growing. 

Although the economy of the West is still largely supported by extractive industries, in 

most cases the revenues from recreation and tourism are as important for PPL 

management and local economies. Moreover, many people favor these emerging 

economies because they are considered a more environmentally conscious use of the land 

than the direct extraction of natural resources. Consequently, there is a competition 
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concerning land uses in and around PPLs between the original extractive industries and 

the new economic uses of development and recreation.  

III. Objectives  

 Congress’ land use decisions in the 1800s, (i.e. the 1872 designation of 

Yellowstone National Park as the first national park in the world or the Forest Reserve 

Act on 1891) were the initial steps to preserve public patrimony. By setting aside 

valuable lands, the federal government demonstrated recognition of the potential menace 

human interests and development could represent to the long-lasting enjoyment of natural 

resources. Therefore, as current development approaches PPL boundaries and clears 

natural surrounding lands in its way, the anthropogenic menace anticipated by Congress’ 

land protection initiative, draws nearer. Today, in order to continue supporting the 

protection of PPLs, it is our responsibility to recognize and understand trends like urban 

encroachment that are threatening original management principles.  

In society, PPLs are highly valuable because they offer possibilities for refuge, 

encounters with nature, and space for an organic experience out of overwhelming city 

life. Furthermore, wildlands are a source of clean air, water, biodiversity, and serve as a 

warehouse for other economic valuables such as natural resources and recreational 

activities. However, these appeals are affected by changes occurring outside PPLs such it 

is urban encroachment and its implications. Impacts to the natural landscape surrounding 

PPLs cause repercussions in the health and functionality of the natural and administered 

systems. In order to continue preserving the national patrimony and to guarantee a source 

of healthy natural resources and wilderness encounters for future generations, attention 
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must be immediately paid to establish a contemporary and proficient management of 

lands surrounding PPLs. As PPLs primary natural barrier, the wildland interface is an 

important element to maintain the long lasting health and protection of our beloved PPLs.  

Land use experts, such as professional planners, play an essential role in 

counteracting the effects of urban encroachment over PPLs. Planners’ mission of 

protecting the health, safety, and welfare of all, also aims to sustain the enjoyment of 

natural resources (in current or better conditions) for this and future generations. 

Therefore, guaranteeing a healthy environment, diversity of species, and the opportunity 

to appreciate breath-taking views, is part of planners’ responsibility with regard to 

society’s interests. While rural areas continue to urbanize, an understanding of the 

dynamic forces acting over the wildland-urban interface becomes more important for 

planning professionals whose work involves its preservation. By identifying these 

pressures, planners gain an understanding of how to control incompatible land uses at the 

edge of PPLs. Informed land use planning will aid PPL managers in the protection of 

resources within administrative lands from impacts generated beyond boundaries. 

Moreover, planners comprehending the dynamics acting over the PPL edge are needed in 

order to manage the diversification of the wildland-urban interface and the growing 

natural and anthropogenic threats for new residents and protected environments.   

Accordingly, this project is dedicated to strengthening knowledge of current 

dynamics acting over PPLs’ primary protection barrier: the wildland-urban interface at 

PPL’s boundary edge. Development in the wildland interface erodes PPL natural 

protection barriers, thus infiltrating human impacts more directly into the management of 
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PPLs. Therefore, characterizing urban encroachment in Western PPLs is an important 

step because this region contains the largest land base of the country’s protected public 

lands and is where many of the country fastest growing cities are located. Through the 

understanding of current circumstances, sound recommendations can be generated to help 

preserve the natural protection barrier and assist PPL managers in counteracting impacts 

from external forces.    

  The objective of this research is to review how PPLs are coping with urban 

development encroaching over their boundaries. As land uses adjacent to PPLs continue 

to increase and diversify, land management inside boundaries is affected. PPL managers 

are now confronted with more responsibilities in the management of resources because 

impacts from adjacent lands must be taken into consideration. These added 

responsibilities have augmented PPL management work loads increasing pressures 

concerning budget and resources limitations. Therefore, an understanding of the potential 

risks represented by urban encroachment over PPL boundaries can provide direction for 

more efficient management of PPLs under current and changing future conditions. Since 

PPLs usually encompass multiple jurisdictions, this project also seeks to suggest 

possibilities for opportunities of collaboration between managers and aims to promote 

compatible land uses beyond PPL boundaries. In providing western PPL managers with 

tools to participate more actively in the management of lands beyond their boundaries, 

they can counteract the effects of urban encroachment over their administrative resources. 

This extends to a final goal of offering recommendations towards the management of 

urban encroachment next to protected public lands. These recommendations should guide 
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both local government and developers toward the implementation of methods geared to 

assist in the protection of natural resources.  

IV. Methods  

Aldo Leopold in 1949 noted how progress takes away wild things because they 

are regarded as a commodity belonging to everyone. With this issue in mind, this project 

seeks to further explore Leopold’s (1949) concern: Is a still higher ‘standard of living’ at 

the edge of PPLs worth its cost in things natural, wild, and free? To address this matter, 

this project employed three major data gathering processes. First, existing literature has 

been reviewed to survey what is known about the phenomenon of urban growth and 

expansion in the West and its effects over PPLs. A starting point is the General 

Accounting Office’s (GAO) report in 1994 stating that publicly protected natural richness 

and resources have been seriously damaged by activities generated outside parks’ 

boundaries, and many others have potential for damage in the near future. Other data has 

been collected by way of noting discussions taking place at a workshop for PPL 

managers confronting urban encroachment issues over their boundaries. This meeting 

was organized to illustrate current scenarios, to share management approaches, and to 

find research needs in an open environment for dialogue. Before the workshop, a survey 

was sent to the invited PPL managers to collect individual information and background 

on urban encroachment impacts and management. This data was analyzed to characterize 

each manager’s PPL jurisdiction, and to specify manager’s conceptions concerning urban 

encroachment over their respective administrative lands.  
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V. Context Organization 

This project is organized into four chapters. Following this scoping chapter is 

chapter two; the literature review. The second chapter opens with background 

information describing the initial goals projected by the federal government in creating 

PPLs. It recounts how the population boom and land use changes have caused new trends 

that are impacting PPLs. The discussion exposes the effects of urban encroachment over 

PPL management goals of ecological preservation, recreation, and natural resources 

development. The chapter concludes by addressing governmental efforts made thus far to 

deal with aforementioned issues and includes a discussion of the importance of 

intergovernmental coordination.  

Chapter three discusses two data gathering procedures: a survey instrument sent 

to PPL managers and The Edge Treatment Workshop for PPL managers in the West. This 

chapter provides an overview of the current situation based upon PPL managers’ 

perceptions. It discusses the challenges PPLs are confronting with current and evolving 

tendencies being generated outside boundaries affecting resources within administrative 

lands. Results from the two data gathering process are summarized in three sections: 

identified issues, coping strategies, and research needs.   

Finally, chapter four presents the proposed recommendations to provide means 

for counteraction of the adverse effects caused by urban encroachment in PPLs. These 

recommendations are developed from comments made by authors reviewed, suggestions 

made by PPL managers and land use experts, and personal conclusions.  
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

I. Background  

Since the late 1800s concerns about the rapid development and resource 

exploitation threatening some of the most scenic treasures of the United States have been 

growing. These concerns intensified when Congress began the wholesale disposition of 

federal lands to encourage and accelerate settlement of the West. In 1872, as a response 

to the menace this wholesale disposition represented to the land and its resources, the 

federal government set aside the first protected public lands (PPLs). By withdrawing 

these lands from settlement, Congress signaled a shift in the policy goals served by the 

public lands. Rather than a vehicle to promote settlement, Congress recognized that they 

should be held in public ownership because of their resource values (BLM, 2004). Today, 

the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 

Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming contain 54 percent of the land held in 

ownership by the federal government (GSA, 2004). These protected public lands (PPLs) 

are administrated by federal agencies such as the National Park Service (NPS), the 

National Forest Service (NFS), the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the Bureau of 

Land Management (BLM). Each of the four agencies operates under a different set of 

management principles and mandates, but overall they are primarily related to ecological 

preservation, recreation, and use and development of natural resources. Other PPLs 

include lands set aside by state, county, and local governments for recreation and 

conservation purposes.  
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II. Population Growth and Changing Landscape Patterns 

Population of the rural West grew very slowly or even decreased until the 1900’s 

(Hansen et al., 2002). Around the nation, population centers were isolated. Thus, in 1928, 

the federal government decentralized land use decisions and ceded this power to local 

governments (Wallace et al., 2003). At the time, local western economies relied primarily 

on natural resource extraction activities such as logging, mining, farming, and ranching. 

These industries required large amounts of land with specific resources and low 

population densities. For that moment and these purposes, the West had it all but 

demographic and economic circumstances have been changing particularly in the past 

few decades.  

Recently, population growth in western states has attained unprecedented 

numbers. From 1990 to 2000, western population grew more rapidly than any other 

region of the country with a total of 63.2 million people, representing a 20 percent 

increase during the decade (Perry and Mackun, 2001). Much of this growth has been 

absorbed by rural towns that decades before were repelled because of land remoteness 

and wilderness (Beyers and Nelson, 2000). Today, more than 71 million people, or 

approximately one-fourth of the U.S. population, live in what in the 1950s was rural 

America, but is currently considered urban (Isserman, 2001).  

This trend of land development in rural United States has been called 

exurbanization or suburban expansion (Esparza and Carruthers, 2000). But, what are the 

forces contributing to the boom in development of rural America? Some reasons listed by 

Isserman (2001) include the long term prosperity and growth of this country, creating a 
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leisure class that lives on investment income; the spread of large cities and the creation of 

new ones; the addition of almost 30 million more senior citizens, and the accelerated 

diffusion of immigrants into rural areas. Urban development in this region has also been 

favored by the fact that the cost of living in rural areas tends to be more inexpensive than 

urban areas because property taxes are lower and services, such as infrastructure, 

telephone, cable television, and home ownership, are subsidized by the public at large 

(Rudzitis, 1999). Furthermore, the anticipation of large profits and the absence of land 

use regulation in private lands are critical to the exurbanization process in the West. 

These factors promote the “comodification of place,” a term that describes developers 

and speculators response to the demand for amenity-laden environments by using the 

natural landscape as marketable product, a commodity (Esparza and Carruthers, 2000). 

Adjacency to public lands is a key selling feature of mountain real estate, resulting in 

building locations on high slopes and far along the dirt roads created in the past chiefly to 

convey resource commodities out of the federal lands (Riebsame et al., 1996). These 

days, the region remains attractive despite impediments such as limited internet access or 

harsh climates because of its natural amenities, including scenery, wilderness, outdoor 

recreation, and wildlife. An increase of 16.7 percent housing growth rate in the last 

decade (Woodward and Damon, 2001) demonstrates that the market has accepted the 

rural western development proposition. However, population expansion to these areas has 

transformed the original land uses and economy forces to urban development. This 

evolution has led to more professional business, services productions, and the escalation 

of recreation and tourism markets. While America becomes more urban, the resources 
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that rural areas offer, like open space, natural amenities, and “small town values” become 

more valuable (Deller et al., 2001). 

As the nation becomes wealthier, its demand for amenities and quality of life will 

also increase (Deller et al., 2001). People looking for environmental quality, recreational 

opportunities, and a slower pace of life have become increasingly important determinants 

in why and where people move (Rudzitis 1999 and Deller et al. 2001). According to 

Hansen (2002) emigrants to the New West are seeking mountainous or coastal scenery; 

access to outdoor recreation, including hiking, fishing, hunting, and skiing; proximity to 

open space and wilderness; and moderate climate. Consequently, the idea that rural 

environments offer amenities and better quality of life than urban centers has been 

gaining popularity. New residents are choosing rural areas adjacent to PPLs in order to 

guarantee these natural amenities in their backyard. Public lands are growing as an 

attractive real estate trait where residential building sites tend to press up against public 

lands boundaries, and thus, in many cases, against the most wild and protected lands 

(Riebsame et al., 1996). Lorah and Southwick (2003) found that from 1970 to 2000 

populations of nonmetropolitan protected lands counties grew 11.7 times faster than 

nonmetropolitan counties without protected lands, while the 50 nonmetropolitan counties 

with the most protected lands grew 16.8 times faster. In other words, rural areas with 

higher levels of certain amenities, like PPLs, are thus more likely to capture the 

population out-migration from urban centers.   

Recent urban expansion and development activities have raised concerns over 

PPLs’ resources being damaged by activities originating outside their administrative 
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boundaries. In 1994 the National Park Service (NPS) stated that activities outside park 

borders caused damage to resources and will likely cause more (GAO, 1994). Problems 

resulting from urban encroachment, and industrial development at or near park 

boundaries were the most frequently reported threats (GAO, 1994). Development near 

the boundaries of PPLs is implicated in increases in management issues such as the loss 

of native species, changes in disturbance regime (such as wildfires), and the spread of 

invasive organisms whose rapid spreading transforms original landscape (Hansen et al., 

2002). PPL managers are now forced to expend a significant amount of their resources 

controlling fire, insects, disease and wildlife that threaten adjacent private property 

(Wallace et al., 2003). With population expansion and urban encroachment at the edge of 

PPLs, administrative functions have evolved to include not only internal concerns in 

ecology, recreation, and extractive resources, but also the implications of growing 

external pressures threatening PPLs’ natural resources and management.  

III. Ecological Consequences 

One of the main reasons to manage PPLs is for the preservation of natural 

ecosystems. Given current land uses in the West, it is difficult to picture how bears, big 

horn sheep, or buffalos used to roam free through these landscapes. Today, the common 

believe is that PPLs can serve as refuge for species that survived the landscape evolution 

of the last decades. These lands were set aside to avoid their indiscriminate use and allow 

evolutionary processes to function naturally (Schonewald-Cox, 1988). Unfortunately, 

even with the 671 million acres of PPLs in the United States, there are not enough lands 

to sustain the minimum viable populations (MVP) of several species (Grumbine, 1990).  
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PPL’s administrative boundaries may not necessarily coincide with landscape or 

ecological demarcations. When the first PPLs were originally designated, their 

boundaries were delimited by landownership around it. Therefore, ecological flows of 

materials, energy, and organism are rarely contained within the administrative boundaries 

of protected areas (DeFries et al., 2007 and Schonewald-Cox, 1988). Despite human-

drawn boundaries viewed as definitive and separate, for nature everything is in a gradual 

interaction. Critical habitats and migration routes for wild populations are likely to be 

located outside protected areas when boundaries do not encompass gradients in climate 

and productivity present in the greater ecosystem (DeFries et al., 2007). Usually, lands 

beyond PPL boundaries are as naturally valuable as the lands within, but are more 

exposed to pressures not allowed across administrated lands. Therefore, the stability of 

PPL ecosystems is largely affected by the activities occurring even beyond its 

boundaries.   

Exurbanization has reached ecological and administrative boundaries of valuable 

protected areas in the West, intervening with its natural functionality and management. 

Natural and anthropogenic changes in the wildland interface have generated an edge at 

PPL boundaries where species (or people or activities) can: be attracted or repelled; 

provide corridors for movement; generate populations of species; prevent the 

reproduction or survival of species; and act as isolating boundaries (Schonewald-Cox, 

1988). Society has found uses to take advantage of the natural attributes of this generated 

edge, but this popularity is an adversity to native species. For example, Hansen et al. 

(2002) studied how land use changes have affected the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 
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For species like the pronghorn antelope, they found that despite being protected in 

Yellowstone National Park its population has declined substantially in the past decade 

(Hansen et al., 2002). Scientists speculate that farming and rural residential development 

in low-elevation habitats has favored coyotes and other predators, producing high 

mortality rates among antelope when the herd is in winter range (Hansen et al., 2002). 

The study concluded that increasingly intense land uses has affected many native species 

in and around public lands (Hansen et al., 2002). This study supports what other 

researchers have concluded: habitat loss, no matter if it is inside or outside PPLs, is the 

single greatest threat to biodiversity (Wilcove et al., 1998).  

Habitat fragmentation by changes in the landscape due to urban encroachment has 

pushed edge effects towards PPL boundaries. These edge areas are unsuitable habitat for 

many native species because they tend to have different microclimates and vegetation 

structure when compared to interior areas. These areas also suffer detrimental impacts 

from adjacent human land uses, such as noise, dust, and agricultural chemicals (Perlman 

and Milder, 2005).  Fragmentation of the landscape with roads, trails, dams, buildings, 

etc. increases the habitat edge area and reduces the habitat core causing stress to interior 

species. Furthermore, the development of roads and urbanization are among the primary 

causes of habitat fragmentation because they minimize the habitat size for some species 

and threaten their ability to sustain minimum viable populations (Wilcove et al., 1998). 

Moreover, impacts radiating from each home may extend hundred of meters to 

kilometers within the public land boundaries and alter biodiversity within this zone 

(Hansen et al., 2005). Hansen et al. (2002) found that newcomers attracted to the West by 
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its natural amenities may also be affecting wildlife through their choices about where to 

live and play by shrinking natural buffers and altering the ecosystem within them. For 

example, runoff from lawns, parking areas, and roads can affect ecosystem functioning 

by increasing the amount of toxins in local streams and peak flows. Also, non-native 

plants utilized for landscaping or gardening can spread and displace indigenous species 

altering the natural ecosystem’s chain. Wilcove et al. (1998) predicted that as the human 

population of the United States continues to grow, an increase in the frequency of 

biodiversity threats associated with urbanization, such as infrastructure development, 

water development, and land conversion can be expected.   

IV. Health and Safety: Fire and Wildlife 

Effects of urban encroachment over PPLs are not only adverse to ecological 

preservation but also to neighbors who by living adjacent to these lands are increasing 

their vulnerability to natural events such as fire or an encounter with a dangerous animal. 

Resulting is a shift in priorities for PPL management that has been required to take action 

and spend resources toward controlling and counteracting the effects of natural 

occurrence events on neighboring property. Dravnieks (1997) noted how activities and 

objectives for which land is to be managed have evolved for the National Forest Service 

due to an increase in urbanization surrounding it. Currently, federal agencies’ dominant 

resource concerns are not primarily about timber harvesting and fire; they now include a 

range of environmental issues reflecting public demands from the urban sector 

(Dravnieks, 1997). Because of the implications on private property, PPL managers are 

being held responsible for natural events that have existed forever in these environments. 
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Consequently, the net-like pattern of private lands is maximizing the interface of public 

and private lands, thus enlarging the geography of social tension over issues like wildfire 

and predator control (Riebsame et al., 1996).  

Wildfires are natural disturbances that are a part of western environments due to 

its vegetation and weather climate. Even though wildfires were suppressed for a long 

time, based on research findings forest managers are working to reestablish fire events to 

the ecosystem. However, park rangers’ tasks have been disrupted by urban development 

at the edge of PPLs. Land managers are increasingly reluctant to allow naturally 

occurring fires to burn on public lands because of the risk to homes in the forest (Hansen 

et al., 2002). Results of these policies are fire seasons that are annually becoming more 

severe due to long term-drought, build-up fuels, and an increased population in the 

wildland-urban interface (Vincent, 2004). While sprawling development increases 

exposure and vulnerability to wildfires, it also directly threatens life and property. In 

addition, fire smoke impairs air quality and reduces visibility that, with the increase of 

rural roads and traffic, creates unsafe driving conditions (Barnes et al., 2002).  

Another ecological management concern generated by development at the edge of 

PPLs is human interference with predatory animals. Large carnivores such as mountain 

lions or reptiles such as rattle snakes are predators considered a threat to human safety. 

People living next to PPLs are more exposed to an encounter with species such as these 

because the animal migration or home ranges may extend beyond administrative 

boundaries. An example is the case of the grizzly bear, a large carnivore protected in 

Yellowstone National Park (YNP) but more frequently observed on private holdings in 
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lowlands where they are killed as a consequence of encounters with hunters and home 

owners. Overall rates of human-induced mortality of grizzlies in the northern Rockies 

have grown in each of the last three years to record levels (Hansen et al., 2002).  

Urban development brings new elements to wildlife’s environment such as 

garbage, pets, pet food, garden fruits, and even pools, or warehouses that represent 

unknown attractions to species. In such situations, animals may feel threatened or 

attracted by these new elements and react defensively. Kelson and Lilieholm (1999) 

stated that because predators are often viewed negatively, especially when they are 

responsible for documented economic losses, their numbers are often reduced below the 

levels necessary for them to fill their natural roles in regulating ecological systems. Roads 

and traffic are other elements drawn by exurbanization to the wild environment that 

interfere with wildlife movement. Moreover, motorists on rural roads are under a higher 

risk to have an accident with animals in their way. While large numbers of wildlife are 

killed and injured by traffic, deer/vehicle collisions are among the greatest threat to 

drivers and property (Barnes et al., 2002).  

In the wild environment, fires and predators are part of the landscape, but when 

humans interfere in their range a conflict arises. While current rural development patterns 

encroach upon natural space, threats of wildfires and encountering dangerous animals at 

the wildland-urban interface will increase. Moreover, the attraction of public land 

boundaries tend to place more homes, and more stakeholders, within the immediate 

physical and political sphere of public land management, thus complicating landscape-

scale and regional-scale policies meant to deal with natural process such as wildlife 
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migration and forest fire (Riebsame et al., 1996).  In circumstances such as these, PPL 

managers might be out of their administrative jurisdiction but are being blamed for these 

wild “problems” such as fire or wildlife.  

V. Recreation 

Another reason why the federal government sets aside and manages PPLs is for 

recreation. Nationwide, outdoor recreation is one of the primary land uses for open space 

and a central asset in the management of PPLs. The open space, scenery, wildlife, water 

bodies, solitude, and many other natural elements available in PPLs are the primary 

resource for many sports and outdoor recreational activities. The positive relationship 

between these land amenities, employment, and population growth rates appear to bring 

with it the growth of tourist economies around publicly owned land resources (e.g., 

national forest) and mountainous areas (Deller et al., 2001). As an example, in 2003 the 

National Forests collected $44,381,000 just in recreational revenues (Vincent, 2004). For 

the local economy, recreation in PPLs also represents an asset that attracts tourism and 

people moving to these areas. According to Hansen et al. (2002) new western residents 

are attracted to work within an hour’s drive of good fishing, hunting, skiing, and hiking. 

However, the major groups taking advantage of this positive relationship offered by 

recreational amenities seem to be developers and private land owners. Diligent in 

capitalizing on the amenities and resources of lands at the edge of PPLs, developers and 

private landowners are reshaping the recreational future of PPLs and consequently, this 

country.  
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Resulting from poor land use controls at the edge of PPLs is the establishment of 

activities incompatible with federal recreational management practices. Kelson and 

Lilieholm (1999) consider developed recreation in close proximity to wilderness a result 

of historical accidents as private lands near popular reserve areas are developed in 

response to increasing recreational demand. Lodges, hotels, golf courses, and resorts are a 

market response to recreational needs that sometimes are not completely filled by PPLs. 

However, these tourist and recreational amenities are located so close to wilderness 

borders that they affect managed wilderness resources such as solitude, primitive 

recreation like hunting and fishing, and natural conditions (Kelson and Lilieholm, 1999). 

Moreover, with the diversification of landownership and land uses at the edge of PPLs 

the issues regarding open access to these lands for recreational purposes have become 

more serious.  

PPL visitors can hike in the wilderness for hours looking for an encounter with 

nature and the perception of solitude. However, external threats such as the sound of 

airplanes flying overhead or the sight of urban encroachment can disrupt the solitude of 

seemingly remote parks (GAO, 1996). Solitude can also be affected by the aesthetic 

integrity of the natural environment. For example, at Rocky Mountain National Park in 

Colorado, park managers stated that the construction of a golf course adjacent to the 

park’s boundaries had a negative impact on wildlife habitat, scenic views, and is also 

affecting visitor’s ability to experience a wilderness environment (GAO, 1994). 

Fragmented landscapes with buildings, roads, utility lines, etc. degrade the organic 
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experience with nature. Furthermore, visual quality in natural areas can be degraded by 

air pollution from distant sources (Kelson and Lilieholm, 1999). 

Western primitive culture of recreational activities such as hunting and fishing is 

interrupted by the diverse land ownership at the edge of PPLs. Since the establishment of 

the United States, there has been a strong tradition of unrestricted access to these public 

lands for recreation, particularly on national forests and public domain lands (McCoool 

and Stankey, 2001). However, Wehrwein states that since 1927 practically all easily 

accessible land designated as “wide open spaces” for hunting and fishing has become 

private property and has passed into commercial uses. In 1992 the US General 

Accounting Office (GAO) defined this issue in land management terms stating that 

“while inadequate access can reduce the public’s recreational opportunities, it can also 

create management problems relating to the land’s multiple uses”. With the privatization 

of lands at the edge of PPLs, landowners are commercializing access and privileges of 

recreational activities to their lands. While the wild sportsman is anxious to have these 

areas left in their state of nature, landowners reply that, since they are being taxed on this 

property, they must put it to its most productive use, which is not to provide free hunting 

(Wehrwein, 1927).  

In recreation management, the checkerboard pattern of ownership, particularly in 

western states, makes difficult public movement to federal lands without traversing 

nonfederal land (GAO, 1992). Access is a central concern because it is a principal 

mechanism affecting use levels, what types of uses and users are attracted, the nature of 

activities in which people engage, where and when uses occurs, etc. (McCool and Stakey, 
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2001). The lack of physical boundaries and enforcement leave the door open for 

unauthorized access and simultaneously affect PPL recreational activities that sometimes 

rely on land capacities beyond administrative borders. Without physical boundaries 

surrounding PPLs, park visitors or neighbors could be riding an off-road vehicle or end 

up hunting and trespassing onto another’s property without realization. Inadequate access 

also interferes with the agency’s land management activities of construction, trail and 

road maintenance, and wildlife habitat (GAO, 1992). Unrestricted access spreads and 

multiplies the points where PPL resources need to focus in order to counteract external 

disturbances over the natural environment. In addition, the relations and conversations 

about granting access between PPL management and adjacent property owners have been 

affected by concerns about vandalism and potential liability, desire for privacy or 

exclusive personal use, disagreement over the values of the land, and concerns about lost 

profits (GAO, 1992). While ownership and purposes with lands at PPLs’ edges 

multiplies, land managers challenges for harmonizing the public’s desire for access to 

these lands and natural resource protection increases as well.  

Despite what these conflicts mean for the stewardship of PPLs, they also reflect 

how valuable the opportunity of enjoying outdoor recreation for many Americans is. 

PPLs are beloved as the iconic landscapes of the West and great value is placed on the 

natural heritage and treasures they represent. Landscapes such as the Grand Canyon or 

species like buffalos, sequoias, or saguaro cactus bring a nostalgic feeling of a wild 

America that is rapidly vanishing. As a center for outdoor recreation, PPLs represent a 

scenario for an encounter with nature that can change someone’s perception about the 
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importance of a healthy environment. Therefore, managing recreation in PPLs is a 

challenging job since its real mission is hidden among revenues and public interest. More 

crucial is the desire to maintain conformity between land uses and activities outside 

boundaries with PPL management recreational principles. When so many locals and 

tourists travel for hours, endure extreme weather, or hike high elevations in order to have 

a close and personal encounter with nature it should be realized that PPLs with natural 

attractions like these represents a unique recreational experience and a refuge of peace 

when the city life becomes overwhelming.  

VI. Extractive Resources 

In addition to ecological preservation and recreation, federal government 

intentions behind the segregation of PPLs include the development of the land’s natural 

resources. The first citizens that settled in the West developed the local economy by 

extracting natural resources with industries such as mining, logging, and grazing in public 

domain lands. Later, concerned that rapid development threatened natural resources 

needed for the future, the federal government began regulating and managing extracting 

activities on their lands (Vincent, 2004). More than hundred years later, these extracting 

industries are still present in PPLs managed by the BLM and National Forest Service 

(NFS) where they represent a major source of revenue (Vincent, 2004). Different from 

the NPS and the FWS, lands managed by the BLM and NFS were specifically designated 

for “multiple uses” that includes utilizing resources for the best benefits of this and future 

generation. 
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Originally, new settlers established extractive activities such as farming, ranching, 

logging, and mining in the West because it was considered vacant land. These industries 

are unique to rural areas since they are resource based and cannot be practiced with lots 

of people around. People trample the corn, complain about livestock odor and dust, start 

forest fires, and initiate lawsuits when blasting or mine subsidence damages their home 

(Isserman, 2001). However, western dynamics have changed and today the vast 

landscape is not as isolated as it used to be. The rural environment of the “Wild, Wild, 

West” is attracting more people every day, conflicting with extractive industries already 

established there. As an example Barnes et al. (2002) noted how the increasing choice 

commuters make to live further away from metropolitan areas threatens timberlands. He 

added that with suburban and exurban encroachment, extraction of mineral resources is 

shifting from a legitimate primary economic activity to a public nuisance and locally 

unwanted land use (Barnes et al., 2002). The problem is that exurbanites and suburbanites 

who live within or nearby forests, object to the loss of woodland scenery, (based on 

logging traffic on rural roads, pesticide applications, and other real or perceived 

problems) often initiate and support restrictions that challenge forest managers’ tasks 

(Shands 1991). 

Other consequences of urban expansion in the rural West affecting the 

management of extractive industries in PPLs is a general sense that the emerging 

economy, based on high technology and outdoor recreation, is more consistent with 

conservation than is the traditional extraction-based economy (Hansen et al., 2002). PPL 

popularity, scientific knowledge, and exposition have increased public awareness of the 
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repercussions of extractive industries on human and environmental health and safety. 

Administratively, many current resource-dependent sectors require access to public lands 

managed by the Forest Service and the BLM but the land use management paradigms of 

these agencies are in a state of flux as environmental considerations have assumed much 

ground (Beyers and Nelson, 2000). Along with it, the importance of life quality has 

increased, attracting a workforce of more professional and technological businesses that 

are relocating to the West. In rural areas the values and expectations of new neighbors are 

often different from those of traditional residents, many of whom make their living 

working the land and using forest resources (Shands, 1991). For example, forest 

resources once viewed as a source of raw materials for wood products are now valued for 

their recreational use or as aesthetic backdrops for homeowners (Deller et al., 2001). 

These days, the management of the extractive industries that have sustained this 

country’s economy for many decades is competing with more popular land uses such as 

recreation and urban development.  

VII. Government Efforts 

American history presents the first attempt to protect valuable natural resources 

from the threat represented by development: the federal designation of lands for 

conservation. Today, the evident changes in the natural landscape and in management 

requirements along administrative boundaries have alarmed not only PPL managers, but 

non-governmental organizations, visitors, and neighbors. Agencies such as the National 

Park Service have reported that protecting park resources from damages resulting from 

external threats is difficult because these threats are, by their nature beyond their direct 
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control (Barry et al., 1997). As more areas surrounding national parks are developed, 

park managers recognize that the planning and management methods developed in the 

past no longer suffice under current or future conditions (Schonewald-Cox et. al, 1992). 

Under present circumstances the power of PPL managers beyond administrative 

boundaries is limited. Therefore, land management methods are requiring collaboration 

with neighbors and local government in order to establish controls on the urban-wildland 

interface.  

A basic approach taken by some local governments to control urban 

encroachment over PPLs has involved implementation of a buffer zone near the protected 

area. Some communities are using zoning ordinances to create in principle buffers 

adjacent to scenic areas (Kelson and Lilieholm, 1999). Other land use tools employed by 

local government and NGOs to reduce adjacent land impacts are conservation easements, 

private reserves, and transfer of development rights (TDR). Further ideas include legal 

mandates for creation of protected area management committees or other mechanisms 

that might promote cross-boundary collaboration.  

As explained through this chapter, the federal government has a vested interest in 

land uses adjacent to PPLs. However, PPL land managers’ major participation in land 

uses adjacent to its boundaries is through local government requests to comment on 

proposed developments when subdivisions are being reviewed or rezoned. The federal 

government’s attitude toward land-use planning on private lands has traditionally been to 

leave it to the state, local government, or private enterprise (GAO, 1980). Shafer (1999) 

noted that federal government policy in terms of managing threats developed outside PPL 
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boundary is basically that additional powers over activities on adjacent lands will not be 

sought. Therefore, federally endorsed strategies include what have been called 

“cooperative planning” and use of existing authorities to deal with land and 

environmental issues (Shafer, 1999). An example of the latter is the Tax Payer Relief Act 

(1997) that raised estate tax exceptions for land within 25 miles of a National Park or 

Wilderness and for family farms. Other indirect support initiatives include a federal 

income tax incentive to landowners who donate conservation easements on land adjacent 

to public parks to qualified public or private organizations (Shafer, 1999). However, as 

real estate land values adjacent to PPLs escalate, it is more difficult for lower level 

entities to conserve national interests. 

There are other internal tensions affecting the adaptation of federal PPLs to recent 

and even future land use changes on its boundaries. Authors like Schonewald-Cox (1992) 

suggest that federal agencies such as the NPS are having problems coping with original 

mandates for ecological preservation and recreation with modern land use pressures. 

Other agencies such as the BLM and NFS also suffering these mandate conflicts, have to 

add to the debate their multi-purpose mandate that includes the development of natural 

resources (Grumbine, 1990). Since 1980 GAO reported on this situation stating that 

“managing public lands and renewable resources is a difficult process involving trade-

offs between the conflicting issues of development and conservation”. Furthermore, 

Grumbine (1990) mentioned that even communication in resolving boundary conflicts 

between neighboring federal agencies is considered minimal. In 1968 Garrett Hardin, in 

his essay “The Tragedy of the Commons,” discussed how the laws of our society follow 
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the patterns of ancient ethics, and therefore are poorly suited to governing a complex, 

crowded, changeable world like the one we have today. A few years later, Grumbine 

(1990) added that to preserve biodiversity in national parks, national forest, or the like, 

we can no longer afford fragmentation in management efforts any more than we can 

afford habitat fragmentation in natural ecosystems. 

VIII. Conclusion 

As stated, the popularity of PPLs has increased over time and the levels of urban 

development are growing and affecting park management. The original management 

mandate of federal PPLs involves the preservation, recreation, and development of 

natural resources. But just as Americans “mined” the Old West through logging, 

livestock grazing, and mining, they might be mining the New West through rural sprawl 

and extravagant recreational activities (Hansen et al., 2002).  

Hardin (1968) advised that the values that visitors seek in the parks are steadily 

eroding. Over the last decades, anthropogenic forces are opening the way for external 

infiltrations into protected landscapes altering natural environments. Natural buffers that 

filter external impacts before they can penetrate PPLs are being cleared with 

development. Nowadays, the exurban land use type currently covers nearly 25% of the 

area of the lower 48 states (Hansen et al., 2005). With a quarter of the nation’s land area 

in this land use type, policies on exurban development may have a substantial effect on 

PPL sustainability and therefore, biodiversity nationwide. More than a century ago, 

Americans designated boundaries to be the membranes protecting valuable natural 
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resources. Today those boundaries need to be reinforced inside and beyond in order to 

continue serving their function for generations to come.  
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Chapter III: PPL Survey and the Edge Treatment Workshop 

 

I. Introduction 

Protected public land (PPL) managers are responsible for maintaining the national 

mandate of preserving PPLs natural values for present and future generations. However, 

current trends of growth, such as urban encroachment towards the boundaries of PPLs, 

make efforts for conserving the integrity of these lands more demanding. The impetus of 

population growth and urban expansion makes coping with these external changes more 

difficult for PPLs. There is an increasing need for assessment of the origins and effects of 

urban encroachment over PPLs. It will be equally necessary to share management 

experiences if we are ever to resolve this issue.  

As an evolving phenomenon, the management of urban encroachment in Western 

states requires continued research for the development of efficient and contemporaneous 

approaches. After reviewing literature about urban encroachment towards PPL 

boundaries four questions arose:  

• What is known about the effects of urbanization on the resource? 

• How the resource is being managed until now? 

• What are the challenges facing PPL managers for preserving the quality of this 

resource? 

• What additional information is needed? 

In order to respond to these questions with current and accurate information, the 

Lincoln Institute of Land and Policy and the Sonoran Institute organized the “Edge 
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Treatment Workshop: Protected Public Land and Urban Encroachment”. These two 

organizations have dedicated their resources and expertise to expand the discussion about 

PPL edge management. The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy (2007) integrates theory and 

practice into shaping land policy and provides a forum for discussion of the 

multidisciplinary forces influencing public policy. The Sonoran Institute works with 

communities and government to conserve and restore important natural landscapes in 

Western North America (Sonoran Institute, 2006). These two nonprofit organizations 

joined forces to organized the “Edge Treatment Workshop: Protected Public Land and 

Urban Encroachment” for public land managers in western states. The purposes of the 

initiative included: 

• Develop a more accurate understanding of the issues facing public land managers in 

protecting resources in edge environments; 

• Identify different public land managers’ ways of coping with these issues– both 

internally and externally; 

• Explore additional information or research needed to assist public lands managers 

(Sonoran Institute, 2007) 

II. Methods 

Two data gathering process were used as part of the “Edge Treatment Workshop: 

Protected Public Lands and Urban Encroachment”. The first data gathering process was 

the PPL Survey, to collect first-hand information on existing urban encroachment issues 

from PPL managers. The PPL Survey also provided background information from 

individual PPLs and its manager as preparation for the second data gathering process, the 
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Edge Treatment Workshop (ETW). The ETW was designed as a meeting to discuss 

current perceptions, concerns, and management on urban encroachment among PPL 

managers and experts. 

 “Edge Treatment Workshop’s: Protected Public Lands and Urban Encroachment” 

participants represented a small sample of western PPLs experiencing the effects of urban 

encroachment. Participants PPL were selected by evaluating their proximity to growing 

Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and their managers concern on urban 

encroachment. After getting in contact with PPL managers invited, the ETW agenda was 

emailed to them (See Appendix A). Not all PPL managers invited answered the survey 

and/or attended to the ETW due to conflicts with manager’s agenda, funding, or unknown 

reasons. This study focuses on those PPLs that actually participated in the PPL Survey 

and/or the ETW (figure 1). Due to the small sample size, the results from the PPL Survey 

and the ETW cannot be considered representative of Western PPLs. Nonetheless, results 

from these processes are descriptive of individual PPL concerns on urban encroachment 

and shared by other PPLs in the region.  

Expansion of cities (such as Los Angeles, CA; Palm Springs, CA; Phoenix, AZ; 

Tucson, AZ; Las Vegas, NV; and Denver, CO) has affected the functionality of 

surrounding PPLs previously considered remote. The structural development and 

expansion of cities when merged with nearby towns generates geographic entities named 

(by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)) Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

(MSA). A MSA contains a population of fifty thousand within one or more counties 

including the location where the core urban area is contained, as well as any adjacent 
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counties with a high degree of social and economic integration (as measured by 

commuting to work) with the urban core (US Census, 2007). 

Figure 1: Participants PPL 

 

The spread of MSAs has reached many PPLs, including the PPLs represented at 

the Edge Treatment Workshop (ETW). The land managers that attended to the ETW 

represent Western PPLs that are less than sixty miles from at least one of the top one 

hundred fastest growing MSAs (U.S. Census Bureau, 2003). This list is topped by the St. 

George MSA that experienced a growth rate of eighty-six percent in the last decade (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2003) and is less than fifty miles from Zion National Park. The exception 

to this list is the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (SMMNRA) whose 
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surrounding population has not changed much in the last decade but it is encompassed in 

the second largest MSA in the country, Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana (table 1). 

Table 1: Population change from 2000 to 2006 for major MSAs surrounding 
participants PPLs. 

PPL Surrounding Major 
Growing MSA 

Population 
2006* 

Population 
2000 

Change (%) 
from 2000 to 

2006 

Zion National Park St. George  126,312 90,354 39.8 
  Las Vegas-Paradise  1,777,539 1,375,765 29.2 
Sonoran Desert National 
Monument 

Phoenix-Mesa-
Scottsdale 

4,039,182 3,251,876 24.2 

Phoenix Sonoran 
Preserve 

Phoenix-Mesa-
Scottsdale 

4,039,182 3,251,876 24.2 

Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal National 
Wildlife Refuge 

Denver-Aurora  2,408,750 2,179,240 10.5 

Rocky Mountain 
National Park 

Boulder 282,304 269,814 4.6 

  Fort Collins-Loveland 276,253 251,494 9.8 
Saguaro National Park Tucson  946,362 843,746 12.2 
San Jacinto Mountains 
National Monument 

Riverside-San 
Bernardino-Ontario 

4,026,135 3,254,821 23.7 

Petroglyphs National 
Monument 

Albuquerque 816,811 729,649 11.9 

Santa Monica National 
Recreation Area 

Oxnard-Thousand 
Oaks-Ventura  

799,720 753,197 6.2 

  
Los Angeles-Long 
Beach-Santa Ana 

12,950,129 12,365,627 4.7 

*Population Data for 2006 are US Census Estimates   
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Metropolitan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas 
http://www.census.gov/population/www/estimates/metroarea.html 
 

Participants PPLs differs in size, climate, management agency, visitation 

numbers, and urbanization levels, among many other characteristics. However, invited 

PPLs are being encompassed into growing western areas where population and urban 

expansion threatens PPL ecosystem and management, besides compromising federal 

original mandates. The descriptive differences between PPLs invited to the ETW affect 
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individual approaches to manage urban encroachment effects. But despite these 

differences among invited PPL, there is a shared concern on urban encroachment. Urban 

encroachment next to PPL, a holistic and evolving phenomenon in western landscapes, 

requires the exchange and discussion of experiences, approaches, and concerns in order 

to develop efficient management strategies.  

III. PPL Survey 

On March 5th of 2007, in preparation for the ETW, an online survey was emailed 

to PPL managers using the online survey program www.surveymonkey.com. The survey 

was intended to assist in gauging primary concerns and status of each PPL prior to the 

ETW. The survey contained fifteen questions, ten qualitative and five quantitative, 

assessing PPL manager’s and unit’s background, perceptions about urban encroachment, 

impacts related to encroachment issues, and effective initiatives or collaborations to 

counteract adverse effects over the PPL (See Appendix B). 

a. Survey Results  

The survey was sent to fifteen western PPL managers and during a one month 

period seven responses were collected. Of the seven survey respondents, five confirmed 

their participation in the ETW. Descriptive information on survey respondents included: 

PPL represented, job title, and years working for this PPL. Survey respondents 

represented the following PPLs:  

• Rocky Mountain National Park (RMNP) 

• Sonoran Desert National Monument (SDNM) 

• Rocky Mountain National Wildlife Refuge (RMNWR) 
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• Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (SMMNRA) 

• Saguaro National Park (SNP) 

• Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area (RRCNCA) 

• Petroglyph National Monument (PNM) 

Survey respondents’ position titles included PPL Superintendents (3), Chief of Planning, 

Wildlife Specialist, Park Ranger, and Chief of Interpretation and Outreach. Four (57.1%) 

of the survey respondents have been working for the represented PPL for ten years or 

more. The working time for other survey respondents varies but it is less than ten years. 

Six of the seven PPL respondents (85.7%) ranked urban encroachment at or near 

the top of their management priorities list. Urban encroachment was acknowledged as the 

driver of many PPL management issues mostly related to the management of fire at the 

urban-wildland interface and the loss of habitats and wildlife corridors.  

In order to visualize where urban encroachment threats are located, the survey 

asked managers to describe the percentage of PPL neighboring landownership. Six, of the 

seven PPL respondents indicated they share a portion of their boundary with private 

landowners and four are neighbors of other federal land management agencies. Other 

PPLs’ neighbors include local government and only one of the seven PPLs abuts tribal 

lands (table 2).  
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Table 2: Surveyed PPLs neighboring landownership 
Land Ownership Classification Response Count 

Private 6 
Local Government 5 
Federal land management agency 4 
Department of Defense (DOD) 1 
Tribal Land 2 
Other 1 
Source: PPL Survey (Sonoran Institute, 2007) 

Surveyed PPL representatives were asked to select a year time frame indicating 

when urban encroachment was identified as a threat for their PPL. The majority of survey 

respondents (85.7%) selected the alternative ‘1994-earlier’ and one PPL representative 

selected the alternative ‘2000 to 2004’. These selections indicate that impacts of urban 

encroachment over the majority of participants PPL has been identified for more than 

thirteen years at the moment of the survey.  

Table 3: Time frame when urban encroachment was identified as a threat for PPL  
Answer Options (Year) Response Count 

2005 - 2007 0 
2000 - 2004 1 
1995 - 1999 0 
1994 - earlier 5 
Source: PPL Survey (Sonoran Institute, 2007) 

Since then impacts of urban encroachment has been growing and diversifying in 

different aspects of PPL management. The survey asked PPL representatives to list the 

most significant threats and/or impacts of urban encroachment over PPLs (table 3). 

Repeatedly listed impacts include: fragmentation of wildlife corridors, loss of habitat, 

invasive exotic plants, different criminal activities, and unregulated access.  
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Table 4: Most significant threats/impacts of urban encroachment on surveyed PPLs 

Impacts Response Count 

Degradation of Scenic Vistas 1 
Fragmentation of Wildlife Movement Corridors 5 
Loss of Habitats 3 
Urban Risks to Wildlife (Poaching, Road Killings, Fertilizers and 
Rodenticides) 

2 

Invasive Exotic Plants  3 
Loss of Night Sky (Light Pollution) 2 
Implications for Wildland Fire Management  2 
Criminal Activities (Resources Taken from Neighboring Private 
Lands, Large-scale Illegal Marijuana Cultivation , Vehicles Breeching 
Boundary Fence) 

3 

Illegal Trail Access 3 
Unregulated Visitors Use 1 
Unwanted Pets 2 
Illegal Encroachments  2 
Noise 1 
Waste 2 
Source: PPL Survey (Sonoran Institute, 2007) 

Issues with uncontrolled access to PPLs were persistently identified as an effect of 

urban encroachment. However, in response to one of the survey questions, only two of 

the seven survey respondents knew about some kind of access management in their PPL. 

Respondent’s reasons for not being acquainted with why there is no access management 

plan in their PPL vary from: unfamiliarity with Access Management Plans, to funding 

concerns, or just lack of information on this subject. On the other hand, for one PPL 

unregulated access is no longer a top concern. The managers of this PPL addressed 

access concerns by identifying problem areas and evaluating neighboring lands. Their 

response plan entailed relocating trailheads from private lands to public lands. After 

implementing this strategy, issues related to uncontrolled access have not risen to a level 

that requires a specific management plan. Three of the other PPLs without access 
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management plans are in the process of developing a related document where access 

portals and modes will be identified.  

Funding is a constant concern for the management of federal lands and moreover 

external threats over PPLs make the debates concerning budget more serious. The survey 

indicated four of the seven PPLs have funding allocated for the direct or indirect 

management of urban encroachment. This funding is commonly spent hiring a planner 

who will represent the PPL and collaborate with local government and the community in 

land use discussions. One PPL with no specific funding for managing urban 

encroachment impacts uses law enforcement rangers to control illegal users. 

Additionally, this PPL staffs a person with a background in urban planning to monitor 

zoning changes and PPL representation in local land use decisions. Direct impacts of 

urban growth to wildlife such as illegal baits and non-native plants are added to the tasks 

of the natural resources staff.  

 PPL managers were asked to rank (from high to low or does not apply) primary 

attractors for development adjacent to their respective PPL (table 4). The categorized 

alternatives were: recreational opportunities, urban growth, natural landscape, economic 

value of the land, environmental quality, quality of life, and proximity to open space. The 

results indicate most ranked the natural landscape alternative as a high attraction for 

development. Following in ranking was recreational opportunities, quality of life, and 

proximity to open space; each with four votes as a high attractor. Furthermore, four of the 

six PPLs that ranked natural landscape as a high attractor, also simultaneously classified 

quality of life and proximity of open space as high attractors of development. Likewise, 
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those ranking recreational opportunities as a high attractor agreed that natural landscapes 

represent a high attractor as well. 

Table 5: Count of PPL managers rank for primary attractors of development adjacent 
to their PPL 

Primary 

Attractors 
High 

Somewhat 

High 
Moderate 

Somewhat 

Low 
Low N/A 

Response 

Count 

Recreational 

Opportunities 
4 2 1 0 0 0 7 

Urban Expansion 3 1 0 1 1 0 6 

Natural Landscape 6 0 1 0 0 0 7 

Value (Economic) 

of the Land 
3 1 1 1 0 0 6 

Environmental 

Quality 
2 2 3 0 0 0 7 

Quality of Life 4 2 1 0 0 0 7 

Proximity to Open 

Space 
4 1 2 0 0 0 7 

Source: PPL Survey (Sonoran Institute, 2007) 

 Another aspect of the survey addressed the relation and collaboration of PPL 

administration with local government. All respondents indicated participation with local 

jurisdictions concerning land use decisions. Some PPL managers serve as advisors to 

local jurisdictions in zoning ordinances, general plans, and comment on development 

permits through environmental review processes. Other forms of manager involvement 

include PPL staff advising toward the development of performance standards for buffer 

overlay zoning adjacent to PPLs. Also, some PPLs are working with local planning staff 

to minimize the implications of urban encroachment on individual concerns such as 

wildlife corridors, view sheds, and trail systems across boundaries. In addition, PPLs 
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exchange of Geographic Information System (GIS) data with government agencies and 

developers has facilitated relations between them. The common belief among survey 

respondents details that collaboration with local jurisdictions has been in its majority 

effective, but many think this could be improved with increased involvement of PPL 

managers and staff when making important land use decisions beyond their boundaries. 

 Survey respondents believe a majority of local governments are conscious about 

the expansion of urban development toward PPLs boundaries. However, PPL managers 

are not satisfied with their involvement. Local government legal support and regulation 

of development adjacent to PPLs is well accepted by PPL managers, but there is a need 

for more proactive effort. Consequently, some PPLs managers have adopted other routes 

to address their concerns including involvement with developers and local NGOs to 

encourage healthy development practices.  

IV. The Edge Treatment Workshop 

The Edge Treatment Workshop (ETW) prepared by the Sonoran Institute and The 

Lincoln Institute of Land and Water Policy was held April 10-11, 2007 in Chandler, 

Arizona. Attendees included PPL Superintendents, Planners, and Natural Resources 

Managers from:  

• Zion National Park (ZNP) 

• Santa Monica National Recreation Area (SMMNRA) 

• Rocky Mountain National Park (RMNP) 

• Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge (RMANWR) 

• Saguaro National Park (SNP) 
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• Sonoran Desert National Monument (SDNM) 

• Phoenix Sonoran Preserve  

Based on the concerns expressed in the survey, the ETW was organized in three 

subjects related to the management of urban encroachment effects over PPLs: natural 

resources management, recreation management, and visual resource management. The 

presenters included: the Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project Executive Director and the 

Superintendent of Saguaro National Park to address natural resources management, the 

Superintendents from the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area 

(SMMNRA) and from Zion National Park to explain the approaches taken in their Parks 

to address recreation management, and an Environmental Planner consultant to discuss 

the management of visual resources.  

The ETW involved twenty-one participants including PPL supervisors and 

representatives, and experts from the Sonoran Institute and the Lincoln Institute of Land 

and Policy. At the beginning, each participant expressed their expectations from the 

workshop including the desires to: share knowledge and practices, develop ideas on how 

to balance recreation with cultural and natural values, clarify issues around public-private 

land, and learn about success and failures, among others (figure 2). The ETW continued 

with the following presentations and discussions on natural resources management, 

recreation resources management, and visual resources.  
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Figure 1: Edge Treatment Workshop 

 

Source: Tania Metz (April 10, 2007) 

 

a. Natural Resource Management 

The natural resource section opened with a presentation from Michelle 

Zimmerman the Executive Director of the Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project (SREP), 

a non-profit conservation science organization. The presentation emphasized the 

importance of maintaining natural linkages inside and beyond PPLs boundaries. Vail, 

Colorado was used to illustrate an example of a wildlife crossing overpass bridge being 

developed over the I-70 highway. The process to integrate such an expensive 

conservation idea like an overpass bridge into a development project was not easy. It 
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required strong community involvement and local organizational support, but moreover, 

the proposed idea must be feasible in the current scenario. The key to success has been 

the acceptance and adoption by the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) of a 

scientific based plan prepared by SREP. The report states the importance of creating a 

wildlife crossing overpass bridge to maintain species connectivity in this specific area.  

The second presenter, Sarah Craighead, Superintendent of Saguaro National Park 

(SNP), presented concerns and approaches related to urban encroachment on its unit. 

Within SNP’s strategic plan to manage development adjacent to its boundary, there is a 

concern with getting to know users so as to integrate the community in the park’s 

functionality. The Rincon Institute, a local non-profit organization is cooperating with 

Saguaro National Park in integrating the community with PPL conservation through 

environmental education, private and public land conservation, and scientific assessment 

of the land, water, and wildlife (Rincon Institute, 2006). SNP interjurisdictional 

collaboration includes participating with other PPLs such as the National Forest Service 

in programs for fire management. Furthermore, Saguaro National Park’s staff provided 

expertise on the protection of migration corridors for the Pima County conservation plan, 

the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. 

The group discussion for the management of natural resources within an urban 

encroachment scenario opened with questions related to the benefits versus costs of 

developing wildlife passes. SREP Director explained how wildlife passes are 

substantially effective in decreasing road killings but agreed that the costs of building a 
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crossing structure of this magnitude is quite high. It was stressed that in order to justify 

expenses in environmental projects, the human benefit must be addressed.  

In the case of Vail, Colorado, scientific studies have proven how an alternate 

natural wildlife pass minimizes animals in the road, therefore driver’s safety increases. 

SREP Director cited an example from Banff National Park, Canada where mitigation 

measures, including animal crossing structures have been effective in reducing wildlife 

and vehicle collisions by ninety-seven percent (McGuire and Morrall, 2000). In the case 

of Vail, Colorado, the Canadian Lynx is a threatened species whose high mortality in 

animal-vehicle collisions through the I-70 highway indicates the importance of a crossing 

structure in this area (SREP, 2006). Having a government agency such as the CDOT 

accepting SREP studies on the importance of maintaining wildlife connectivity in the 

area was very significant to move forward their conservation plans. Rationalizing the 

wildlife overpass as a matter of transportation safety for drivers facilitated the process of 

lobbying for the wildlife pass and opened other funding alternatives such as the Safe, 

Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (2005). 

Other recommended tools to achieve conservation of a particular natural area are 

to work with local government in protecting corridors including delimitating lands with 

an acquisition priority. A program of Transfer Development Rights (TDR) could be 

employed by local jurisdictions to direct development away from identified conservation 

priorities like PPL edge area. 

The group began discussing how current development patterns have changed 

managerial views by placing natural resources management against a wall, in some cases 
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literally. In the case of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge, the PPL is 

basically encapsulated by the Denver Metropolitan Area. Some attendees mentioned that 

depending on the circumstances, a wall or fence can be preferred than concentrating 

efforts all over PPL boundaries to manage uncontrolled access. Additionally, the group 

brought to the discussion how the increase of uses and users, inside as well as outside 

PPLs, is changing public perception on what activities are low or high impact in 

protected areas. An example cited involved constituencies questioning and debating the 

disturbance of driving in a dry wash causes. This lack of public awareness demonstrates a 

need to update information analyzing how current activities are affecting the natural 

ecosystem, its carrying capacity, and management.  

Even though there are many studies about the effects of anthropogenic activities 

in protected areas, (according to Andy Laurenzi, the Director of the Land and Water 

Policy Program from the Sonoran Institute) the information is context specific, making it 

more difficult to apply this data to other places. The common agreement was that there is 

a need to gather and organize scientific information about the consequences of 

development in specific habitats. There must be a process to categorize and direct the 

compiled information to local land use planning entities. Attending PPL managers share 

the opinion that the use of GIS is an effective tool for monitoring and documenting 

habitats. GIS can overlay PPL’s biological areas over developer’s proposals to visualize 

and analyze impacts. PPL managers detailed their experiences concerning government 

officials and developers as receptive when presented with a scientific base that supports 

requests. This section of the workshop concluded with an agreement that being able to 
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work successfully with planners and developers with confidence is the key to creating 

harmony between development and the natural environment. 

b. Recreation Resources Management 

Presentations for the section on recreation resources management began with 

Woody Smeck, Superintendent of the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area 

(SMMNRA) who provided an overview of this PPL. SMMNRA is encompassed in 

mountains and the Pacific Ocean coast line, within approximately seventy governmental 

jurisdictions. Their management efforts concentrate on preventing further loss of habitat 

through fragmentation by focusing on fire management, introduction of exotic species, 

and recreation management that includes uncontrolled access. SMMNRA heavily 

invested in GIS technology and staff to develop a robust database for support in the 

decision making processes. By adding GIS technology to SMMNRA research 

infrastructure and making it available to others, the communication has been strengthened 

with regional databases centers, universities, government, and the local community. 

According to the SMMNRA Superintendent, the use of GIS to craft maps and models has 

played an important role when defending their positions and requesting compliance. 

Implementing GIS technology to organize scientific data in visual materials has 

reinforced SMMNRA’s argument in such a convincing way that governmental plans and 

zoning have been reshaped to comply with the natural environment. SMMNRA 

Superintendent cited an example where the neighbor City of Thousand Oaks 

implemented SMMNRA GIS data from mountain lions movement corridors and habitat 

on the delimitation of conservation areas. The use and exchange of GIS data has 
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improved linkages among jurisdictions by supporting cooperative planning and providing 

opportunities to build a broader coalition of partners to advocate for conservation. Other 

tools used to control adverse impacts from urban encroachment on PPL resources include 

the enforcement of educational programs and the evaluation of prospect adjacent lands 

for acquisition through the National Park Service Land Protection Plan.  

Jock Whitworth, Superintendent of Zion National Park (ZNP) followed this 

presentation with an explanation of ZNP’s approach to the management of recreation 

after visitor use levels doubled during the last decades. For the ETW recreation 

management section, ZNP provided an example of a successful response to a problem 

originated inside PPL. However, for the purposes of this report, an increase in visitation 

levels is not considered an immediate consequence of urban encroachment but more so a 

response to national visitation. Therefore, to maintain this report focused on urban 

encroachment as an issue generated beyond boundaries, ZNP presentation is mentioned 

but not explained.  

 At the conclusion of these presentations group discussion opened to address 

recreation management. Questions concerned the use of designated trails and approaches 

to encourage use. The response from SMMNRA involved designating park trails as the 

safest route to travel. Other PPLs employ related methods to discourage use of non-

designated trails such as posting warning signage for poison oak or snakes.  

The discussion was directed to “social trails” as usually non-designated and more 

congested walking paths. The question in this case is: what causes the popularity of 

certain walking paths? Is it proximity to main activity centers or it is the kind of visitors 
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the PPL experiences? Moreover, how much are patterns of use changing with current 

population and development trends so that PPLs can be divided into parks for daily 

fitness and parks for recreation? According to the group of PPLs represented in the room, 

urban growth and expansion, and technological advances are the elements allowing 

people to live, work, and play within and adjacent to PPLs. 

Another topic of discussion was pet management inside the PPLs. Pets, leashed or 

unleashed, is negatively affecting visitors’ experiences and PPL natural resources. The 

management of this issue is limited to education; however the National Park Service is 

now hosting a Negotiated Rulemaking Committee for Dog Management in Golden Gate 

National Recreation Area (GGNRA). This is part of an overall planning process aiming 

to decide how best to manage dog-walking in GGNRA (GGNRA, 2007). However, ETW 

attendees stressed how the problem also comes from beyond boundaries where adjacent 

residents unleash their animals as PPLs are their backyard. The workshop group 

recommended developing packages of information for new residents about pet 

management and the impact of domestic animals on wildlife. At this point, the discussion 

was concerned with the idea that current PPL activities and intensities do not necessarily 

fit with the original purposes of their management agencies. It was concluded that this 

misunderstanding is the root of many internal challenges, including management of urban 

encroachment effects.  

c. Visual Resource Management 

Andy Cole, an Environmental Planner from the firm ERO Resources in Colorado 

gave the last presentation of the ETW. The presentation began with an explanation on 
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how to recognize natural areas with a visual value. Cole uses software modeling to 

identify areas with higher visual value. Another basic strategy distinguishes the lines of 

sight that frame visitor’s scenic drives or hiking trips. There is a natural and economic 

value in preserving natural views and local jurisdiction must be proactive in developing 

zoning ordinances to protect the resources.  

The discussion about visual resources management opened with comments about 

the importance of preserving visual values along major scenic roadways. ETW attendees 

agreed that natural open views are really significant for communities and there is usually 

an engagement in preserving them. This common interest in maintaining the natural 

landscape should be used as a shared interest between PPL and the local community.  

A question about how to create a nexus between night skies and management 

plans arose. The answer concerned creating a common interest among neighboring 

jurisdictions on how valuable is controlling development and illumination around PPLs to 

conserve clear night skies. Degradation of viewsheds and high levels of illumination 

affect local ecology, aesthetics, and even economics. Visual resources such as night skies 

are linked to community appreciation and represent a tourist attraction for those seeking 

solitude. Jurisdictions such as the City of Tucson and Pima County are engaged with the 

preservation of night skies. By adopting the Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting 

Code, these governmental entities are cooperating with surrounding PPLs, such as SNP, 

in the protection of wildlife and starry skies. In addition, clear night skies in Southern 

Arizona attract many visitors and represent an economy based on the study and research 

of astronomy. 
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With recent urban growth and development tendencies PPL visual resources are 

being interrupted by edifications, antennas, and roads, among others. The lack of legal 

regulations in preserving PPL views was noted as conflictive because developers are 

building close to PPL to take advantage of the market appreciation for natural scenic 

vistas. Even government agencies are participating on the degradation of PPL natural 

views by placing crossing power lines through the landscape. According to PPL 

managers in the group, there is public pressure to hide utilities in more isolated and 

pristine areas. Moreover, the size and magnitude of the infrastructure for utilities and 

other alternate sources of energy like solar panels and wind turbines interfere with the 

natural view of many PPLs. The group’s resolution was to get involved in the pre-

planning process since utility companies usually have ten year corridor plans. The 

creation of working groups with local government to mediate with utility companies and 

Transportation Departments would be a key to avoidance of visual disturbance to PPL 

valuable natural landscape. 

V. Summary  

The Edge Treatment Workshop (ETW) created an open opportunity for 

discussion, questions, recommendations, and needs for the management of threats 

generated beyond PPL boundaries. Moreover, the ETW challenged land managers and 

social scientists with the idea that the world is rapidly changing and conservation 

strategies are not evolving at the same rate. Some PPLs are implementing individual 

strategies and from each experience there is a lot to learn.  
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a. Identified Issues 

The survey and the workshop provided valuable information to understand the 

issues PPL managers are facing as consequences of land-use changes at the edge of their 

boundaries. PPL managers are witnessing how PPLs activities and the environment have 

been evolving during the last decade as the population boom and urban expansion moves 

closer to the edge. Problems with urban encroachment are a bigger concern when PPL 

neighboring land is mostly private owned, as is the case with the majority of workshop 

attendees. Survey respondents agreed with the literature purporting recent economic and 

technological advances in America’s growing interest in natural landscape and 

recreational amenities. As a consequence many elements have changed within and around 

PPLs, but the disruption of migration corridors and uncontrolled access are considered 

major threats to management practices. Also, recent concerns of increasing commercial 

flights over PPLs, traffic congestion inside PPLs, utility lines through the PPLs, and the 

addition to the management of visitors and neighbor’s pets are considered conflictive as 

these affect not only the ecosystem but the visitor’s experience. Recent increases in 

criminal activities at the edges of PPL have also been related to urban encroachment and 

represent a threat to the health, safety, and welfare, of PPL community and visitors. 

Moreover, and ironically, many PPLs are suffering with the abrupt increase in visitor 

numbers and the adverse consequences of these over the land carrying capacity and PPL 

management.  

Part of understanding the consequences of urban encroachment on PPLs includes 

analyzing how landscape changes are affecting the public perception of the natural 
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environment and PPLs. During the last decade PPLs’ popularity has increased 

transforming many views regarding the natural environment. Perceptions of remoteness 

and “wilderness” have changed in part due to the number of roads leading to remote areas 

and technological gadgets such as cell phones or global positioning systems (GPS) that 

maintain individual’s connection with the rest of the world in the most isolated of areas. 

As the workshop participants noted, the enhanced attitude could mean an increase in 

nature appreciation but it can also add weight to management’s efforts of balancing 

original PPL mandates of preservation and development of natural resources with the 

public enjoyment. Public doubts and inquires about the most appropriate use of the land 

has been raised, specifically concerns related to the future of preserving PPLs. The 

increasing popularity of the natural environment as a place to live and rest, added to 

technological advances and transportation facilities have divided PPLs usage in two 

categories: daily fitness hubs and/or recreation centers. These views are creating a shift in 

attitude toward land uses in and around PPLs not fitting the original mandates shaped 

many decades ago for the conservation and management of PPLs. Traditionally, PPL 

management was concentrated on the protection of natural resources for preservation or 

development and lower on the list of priorities was managing the relation of the PPLs 

with people and its surroundings. Today, due to the evolving social, economic, legal, and 

environmental pressures, the management of PPL natural resources and its public 

requires equal attention. 

Another concern in management of urban encroachment on PPL edges involves 

budget. Even though urban encroachment has been accepted as a threat to federal PPLs, 
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funding directly set aside for the management and mitigation of its effects is still limited. 

Urban encroachment as a new threat requires investigation, development of mitigation 

techniques, sharing of information, specialized staff, etc. but the financial response to 

support this cause has not reached many PPLs. There are innovating strategies and 

infrastructure to counteract adverse effects of urban encroachment over PPLs, however 

implementing these “green” ideas can be more costly than maintaining current 

development practices where environmental elements are under valued. Therefore, 

making development comply with the environment is not easy without regulation or 

enforcement.  

Some of these issues are not direct transformations at the edge of PPLs but they 

are all repercussions of the Western landscape transformation. Scenarios vary according 

to the area, but as studies have shown, every day more natural areas in the West are being 

developed. PPL managers are concerned about the circumstances and tendencies favoring 

the urbanization of the wildland interface, eliminating PPLs natural protection barrier. 

PPL managers feel uncertain about their existing economical, social, and legal tools 

because these do not correspond with current scenarios. PPLs original management 

mandates replied to concerns from the beginning of the twentieth century, when the West 

was undeveloped and PPLs were remote. Today, dynamics outside as inside PPL have 

changed and the West has growth more than any other region of the country. PPLs are 

further exposed to people and urban development creating new threats and worsen some 

of the already existing issues. In order for PPL to adapt to current scenario, PPL 
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management must evolve with action plans and holistic tools that respond correctly to 

recent challenges.  

b. Coping Strategies 

Part of the ETW’s goals was to find strategies to cope with the rapid changes 

occurring outside as well as inside PPLs utilizing existing resources. To begin, the 

management of PPLs is based on sustaining natural resources for the enjoyment and 

productivity for this and future generations, therefore maintaining migration corridors is 

essential for land ecological balance. As development expansion and its effects continue 

abutting PPLs, the stability of these biological linkages is threatened. Current 

development patterns underscore the importance of PPL managers having the correct 

tools to react and request compliance with the natural environment.  

From the presentations and discussions there are four requirements that together 

strengthen PPL requests for environmental compliance in development projects. First, the 

cause needs to be supported by the community with their engagement and involvement. 

A strategy presented for community outreach programs is Saguaro National Park’s 

initiative of integrating a teacher to their staff. By involving a teacher or instructor in park 

functions, the word on the importance of maintaining the PPL’s natural resources will 

spread. Another approach has been to engage communities by utilizing the natural 

landscape as part of the neighborhood identity and as a positive factor in the value of 

their land. There is an ecological, social, and economical value in preserving PPL natural 

landscape and rurality that does not only benefit PPL, but also surrounding property 

owners and the local community. Second, the matter must be feasible in current scenarios 
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given the political, economical, and social conditions. In order to be prioritized, the cause 

in debate should be an immediate concern with real threats proportions related to the 

community and/or users health, safety, and welfare. The third requirement is to have 

enough scientific data to sustain the request. Scientific studies should be context specific 

as a solid argument for the protection of the ecosystem. Finally, the capstone to move 

forward the request for environmental compliance is when a government agency accepts 

the scientific study and commit to the cause.  

Other ideas discussed in the ETW were the importance of collaboration between 

PPL management and all level governmental agencies in the protection of land and 

natural resources within and beyond boundaries. Government objective to work for the 

health and safety of all encompasses PPLs main concern of protecting the natural 

environment. The protection of the natural environment is not an isolated issue but a 

shared responsibility that requires interjurisdictional collaboration. Since the practices of 

some governmental departments such as transportation, flooding, utilities, etc, involve 

altering the natural environment it is paramount for PPL management to work with them. 

When these government departments engage with PPL’s concerns, the allocation of 

funding and support for natural resources protection is facilitated. A cited example is the 

participation of Saguaro National Park (SNP) staff in the Pima County Sonoran Desert 

Conservation Plan where 59 million-acres of land were protected in areas surrounding the 

park. The collaboration between PPLs, experts, the community, and local jurisdictions in 

the development, design, and implementation of this Conservation Plan has brought 

planning to a level not seen before in the nation. These efforts were recognized by the 
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American Planning Association (APA) selecting the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan 

as 2002 winner of the national Outstanding Planning Award for a Plan (Pima County, 

2007).  

Including natural edge protection on PPL adjacent cities’ comprehensive plan is 

another way of protecting PPLs edge from urban encroachment. Once the problem is 

locally identified and stated in the comprehensive plan, then government must develop a 

strategy to address it.  In collaboration, PPL management can identify those valuable 

lands at risk by urban development and evaluate their options under current and future 

scenarios. Once prioritized, PPL management can work with local government and 

NGOs to buy land, establish land trusts, get easements, or use Transfer Development 

Rights (TDR), as examples. This is the case of the City of Thousand Oaks, CA whose 

comprehensive plan addresses the acquisition of lands in the Conejo Valley, an essential 

wildlife corridor for the SMMNRA. Acquired lands and land-holdings are being managed 

in collaboration with the Conejo Open Space and Conservation Agency (COSCA), an 

entity created with the purpose of protecting and managing open space (City of Thousand 

Oaks, 2007). 

A tool that continues to gain popularity is the use of GIS technology for analysis 

and visualization of data. As the presentation from SMMNRA highlighted, the use and 

sharing of GIS data has facilitated relationships with neighboring jurisdictions and local 

entities. GIS not only assists visualization of a wildlife corridor, the spread of a plague, or 

the impact of a road, but the sharing of GIS data can also ease discussions since all 

parties involved can be analyzing the data prepared and provided by the PPL staff.  
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Under current working conditions, some PPLs have decided to take risks in order 

to cope with the effects of urban encroachment and population expansion, such is the 

case of SMMNRA. After recording changes in PPL ecological balance and management, 

SMMNRA identified the roots of their most serious problem and worked on strategies to 

counteract adverse effects.  These strategies included investing in strengthen their GIS 

capacities and required diverting funding from other park’s areas. SMMNRA was able to 

take the risk because PPL priorities were identified and organized. Although investing in 

GIS platforms and staff was not going to be an immediate solution to SMMNRA issues, 

the long term benefits were considered substantial for the risk. As explained through this 

chapter, the results for SMMNRA have been satisfactory and now they serve as an 

example to others PPL in similar situations. With situations like the management of urban 

encroachment on PPL, where the problem comes from beyond boundaries, it creates a 

unique opportunity to think and develop innovative ideas to address the threat.   

c. Research Needs 

As the discussion in the workshop evolved, additional information and research 

needs were identified. Through the ETW was continuously emphasized the need for 

specific information on wildlife habitats and its management in an urban encroachment 

scenario. More research is required concerning design and management strategies for 

urban development across the natural landscape but also on hard edges where the 

boundary is delineated by a wall.  Approaches on how to maintain connectivity beyond 

boundaries and more information on design guidelines for efficient wildlife fencing will 

be useful.   
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Moreover, there is a need of strategies to organize information gathered in order 

to make PPL, developers, and local jurisdictions participants of updated data. Information 

collected must be written using a language style understandable to people with all kinds 

of backgrounds such as PPL managers and staff, developers, planners, or any other 

interested party. In addition, more strategies to engage national builders and different 

levels of government in the protection of the PPL edge would be valuable.  A compilation 

of funding sources available to support environmental compliance projects, tax 

exemptions, or land acquisitions programs would be a practical guide to PPLs’ fight 

against urban encroachment.  

VI. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the management of urban encroachment at the edge of PPLs is a 

shared concern among PPL managers in the West. More worrisome is the increasing 

threat as the population of the United States keeps growing and the lack of regulations 

permits the clearing of natural buffer areas from PPLs. Additional tools to address the 

management of ongoing changes in ecosystems, recreational habits, visitations patterns, 

and administrative resources are needed. Urban encroachment on PPLs is not an isolated 

event and requires the communication and collaboration of neighboring jurisdictions with 

PPL management. The survey and workshop proved the importance of initiatives of peer 

sharing and discussion needed to provide ground for open dialogue about these holistic 

matters in order to share experience and generate alternatives.  
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Chapter IV-Recommendations and Final Conclusion 

I. Recommendations 

As the federal mandate for the protection of public lands states, their management 

is for the preservation, recreation, and development of natural resources. However, 

without healthy natural resources there is little to protect or value. In order to preserve 

biodiversity, habitat fragmentation in and outside PPLs must be controlled and the land 

use managed to minimize adverse impacts over ecosystems. As the human footprint on 

the Earth enlarges, humanity is challenged to develop and deploy understanding of large-

scale commons governance quickly enough to avoid the large-scale tragedies that will 

otherwise ensue (Dietz, 2003) 

This chapter includes recommendations written to support PPL managers in the 

efforts of preserving the integrity of PPLs under current management conditions and 

development patterns. These recommendations are a reference to find appropriate 

answers for the management of urban encroachment, and are not exclusively directed to 

PPL managers but to any other interested party concerned with the future of lands at the 

edge of PPLs. These ideas for the management of urban encroachment were composed 

after reviewing literature, and analyzing outcomes from the PPL Survey and the Edge 

Treatment Workshop (ETW). More details on current issues, strategies to cope, and 

research needs are available in Chapter 3. 

1. Understand the characteristics of PPL edge and its interactions 

In order to comprehend the dynamics acting over PPLs, edge land uses and 

activities must be distinguished. Inventorying PPL edge requires identifying land 
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ownership, topography, vegetation, migration corridors, habitats, jurisdictions, access 

points, boundary type (i.e. open, wall, fence), and any other elements exerting pressure 

over the boundary. GIS technology facilitates creating data and maps for visualization 

and analysis of each element and its interaction with the rest.  

The level of interaction between both sides of the boundary will determine how 

far inside the PPL the impacts from external activities extends. In order to design the 

appropriate management strategies for inside and outside the boundary, resources must be 

evaluated as part of a complete ecosystem. Each PPL should categorize the internal and 

external pressures, natural or anthropogenic, impacting its boundary and calculate the 

impact rates effect over the ecosystem to understand and plan for lands at the edge.  

It is recommended that land management and planning apply principles of 

landscape ecology. When development cannot be avoided beyond the PPL boundary, 

Forman (1995) proposes a principle of aggregate-with-outliers. Forman’s principle states 

that land uses should be aggregate, yet maintaining corridors and small patches of nature 

throughout developed areas, as well as outliers of human activity spatially arranged. This 

principle encourages maintaining connectivity linkages with the protected environment 

through development and mitigation of adverse impacts. Guidelines for lessening the 

direct impacts of development and infrastructure over the natural environment should 

also be incorporated into the project.  

2. Maintain a resources database as scientific evidence  

Inventory and monitoring data on cross boundary resources are strong evidence to 

defend land values at the edge of PPLs. Scientific data on migration corridors extending 
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beyond boundary or on the impact radius of a development project, as examples, can be 

the evidence necessary to build a strong argument for the protection of land and resources 

at the edge of PPLs. In the process of collecting and analyzing data, the collaboration 

with educational institutions and research experts can be an asset. Also, the use of 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has proved to be a useful tool for data 

management and presentation.  

3. Establish Access Management Plan 

Access management requires identifying legal and illegal points of entrance, 

modes of entrance, neighboring land ownership, and areas where access conflicts exist. 

These elements can be organized in an Access Management Plan where strategies to 

address individual access issues are stated. PPL boundary should be assessed and in this 

process answer where people are trying to get through these access portals. The 

development of an Access Management Plan requires dialogue and agreement with 

neighbors, especially private property owners, in order to know neighbor’s concerns and 

clarify shared management conditions.  

4. Land Acquisition Priority 

Environmentally sensitive areas and conflicting access portals should be part of 

the criteria to identify prospective lands for acquisition. Also, private lands at the edge of 

PPLs must be evaluated in order to determine if urban encroachment is a risk and its 

acquisition is a priority for the PPL administration. The NPS Land Protection Plan could 

be a source of funding for investing in the protection of lands at PPL edge. Conservation 

strategies such as land-swaps, Transfer of Development Rights (TDR), and easements, 
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among others can be arranged with landowners or Land Trusts to preserve land values 

beyond boundaries.  

5. Integrate GIS to PPL researches and management 

The use of GIS has been recognized by the literature and PPL managers as a 

useful tool to analyze and visualize PPL dynamics and environment. Moreover, the 

ability to overlay sensitive areas with developers’ proposals helps in the process of 

directing development away from these areas and conserving the integrity of the 

ecosystem. GIS data should be available from inside and beyond PPL boundaries in order 

to use these data in planning processes at PPL edge. It has also been stated how the 

interchange of GIS data facilitates communication with local jurisdictions, educational 

institutions, and developers. 

6. Staff member with a background in Planning 

Hiring personnel with a background in planning to be a representative, 

coordinator, and PPL contact person between developers and local jurisdictions will be 

an asset in the management of urban encroachment. However, if budget limitations do 

not allow for investing in a new position, employees from other departments such as law 

enforcement or wildlife management can play an important role in the management of 

urban encroachment. Staff specialized in PPL management areas but also familiar with 

planning principles are a valuable resource in the discussion of edge issues. 

7. Interjurisdiction Collaboration 

Through all the data gathering process, the importance of interjurisdiction 

collaboration in the management of urban encroachment was emphasized. Establishing 
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and maintaining communication with land owners, developers, research entities, other 

PPLs, and local jurisdictions is essential in the management of urban encroachment. 

Since urban encroachment is a problem generated beyond PPL jurisdiction it requires 

establishing collaboration networks with those that have power over the future of the land 

at the edge of PPL. New paradigms in land management are needed that lead to 

assessments and policies organized around and across ecological boundaries and that 

consider the differing objectives of management jurisdictions (Hansen, 2002). 

PPL participation in the planning process of roads, drainage infrastructure, utility 

projects, or any other Capital Improvement Program is a strategy to maintain 

environmental compliance around PPLs. Furthermore, supporting requests for 

compliance with valid scientific studies strengthen PPL arguments and increase the 

chances of finding other sources of funding through the government.  

The key to bridging the gap between scientific studies and making public policy is 

to view these not as two separate processes but rather as one larger collaborative process 

(Quay, 2004). PPL staff should participate with local government in determining which 

zoning is appropriate for lands at the edge of PPL. As an example, large lot zoning has 

been used to discourage development and maximize open space. Another approach is 

cluster zoning where the effects of development are concentrated in one area. The 

convenience of these techniques to manage urban encroachment next to PPLs will depend 

on the surrounding natural and developed environment.  
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8. Community Outreach 

PPL neighboring residents and property owners play an important role in the 

interactions at the wildland-urban interface. Neighbors, as voters and property owners, 

have influences in the future of the land. Educating neighbors on the value of preserving 

the natural landscape at the edge of PPLs is important so they can make informed 

decisions in their daily activities. Moreover, informing stakeholders on the economic 

benefits they can receive from preserving PPL natural landscape and the benefits this 

provides to the local economy can increase their engagement in the management of urban 

encroachment.  

Crafting educational literature and workshops for existing residents, developers, 

and even realtors to spread to prospect residents on the risks and responsibilities that 

create living next to PPLs would enforce conservation initiatives. Packages of 

information can also include some compliance measurements such as controls on outdoor 

lighting, pets, walls, traffic speeding, etc that landowners can adopt in their daily life in 

order to support the ecosystem where they are living.  

Initiatives to lessen the impacts of urban encroachment over protected public 

lands can also come from non-government entities, developers, or any stakeholders. Once 

the government has established the land use parameters, the developer designs the future 

of the land. Therefore, PPL managers, local government, and non-government 

organizations (NGO) could work directly with developers and stakeholders in educating 

them on the repercussions of their actions over the land natural systems and the economic 

benefits of preserving natural open space areas. Together, they can design strategies to 
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maintain a balance between development and preserving the value and benefits of the 

land. In areas with natural values such as PPLs, a strategy incited by NGOs working with 

developers has been to create voluntary community partnership organizations. Most of 

the time these organizations are established before the project is developed so the 

developer and the NGO agree to which new residents will respond. Usually, community 

organization’s responsibilities range from educating new residents, being stewards of the 

land, and managing funds for conservation, among others. 

9. Get to know PPL users 

With urban expansion, some parks are evolving from occasional recreational 

locations or weekend gateway to daily workout centers. This change in visitation pattern 

also alters management approaches. The perception of visitors is changing, or at least is 

not the same as it use to be. Education outreach strategies should focus on guiding current 

visitor’s needs and their expectations from park resources to be in conformance with PPL 

natural values. Once PPL pattern of use is updated and understood, it should be 

considered in future decisions and Management Plans.  

10. Increase federal involvement 

Management response to urban expansion and its consequences over protected 

lands requires a holistic participation from all levels of government. Historically there has 

been a reliance on local government to handle and develop alternatives for problems 

outside PPL that fall in their jurisdictions. It could be said that the local government has 

been more sensitive to the issues affecting PPL in their areas. However, since the federal 

government stewards fifty-four percent of the lands located in Western states (GSA, 
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2004), it will be relevant to recommend a more active participation in issues that 

implicate their stakes. The protection that provides setting aside federally designated 

lands is incomplete when the asylum stops at a political boundary and does not support 

the ecological corridors that encompass its natural system.  

There have been some indirect strategies and others more direct, such as the 

Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 that have raised estate tax exceptions for land within 25 

miles of a national park or wilderness and for family farms (Shafer, 1999). Other 

strategies employed to protect land adjacent to federally protected areas have been land 

swaps and easements, but this has been encouraged by individual PPL initiatives. These 

single initiatives might not be enough to maintain the federal government compromise of 

protecting these lands if urban growth continues expanding towards PPLs. 

II. Final Conclusion 

Today, the urbanization of the rural West continues at a rapid rate. PPLs 

encompassed in this development expansion suffer unavoidable consequences and 

contradictions over original mandates, management, and values. Many biologists assert 

this by believing that humanity is in the process of extirpating a significant portion of the 

earth’s species (Wilcove, 1998).  If tendencies of uncontrolled growth continue, the 

appeal of these protected landscapes that once attracted residents and visitors will be 

gone.    

Tangible solutions should be offered now, since the predictions are that many of 

those areas considered rural today will be urban by 2050 (Isserman, 2001). Under current 

development patterns our treasured natural resources are at risk by exurbanization and its 
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impacts on protected public lands. Existing growth patterns are unsustainable and 

eventually the economic benefits that are driven by these public lands will collapse if care 

is not taken to safeguard the nation’s natural heritage from environmental degradation. 

Policies need to recognize the structural shift occurring in rural America. In order to 

make wise decisions in addressing these challenges, it is fundamental that urban 

encroachment dynamics affecting PPLs are fully understood, both theoretically and 

empirically.  

By reviewing the literature and analyzing the PPL Survey and Edge Treatment 

Workshop, this study provides guidance on the current scenario facing many Western 

PPL managers. Identified issues, strategies to cope, research needs, and written 

recommendations should assist in the management of urban encroachment.  

Many counties and PPL throughout the West are experiencing these changes and 

challenges. Sharing their ideas and best practices for managing the growth and 

implementing sustainable strategies for management of lands at the urban-wildland 

interface is valuable. The challenge and responsibility falls not only on PPL managers or 

on local land planners, neighbors, developers or visitors, we are all part of it as well. 

Working towards finding sustainable practices of development as a whole will not only 

benefit the PPL ecosystem functions, wildlife, and scenery, but it may also be essential in 

supporting the changing economies of communities in the West. Communities must 

consider which of these factors are of primary importance to their future well-being: long 

cherished individual freedom or a biological diverse country. The latter once gone, is not 

reversible (Shafer, 1999).  As a public good, the use of valuable PPL should benefit all 
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but it is our responsibility to guarantee their enjoyment to future generations in the best 

possible conditions. 
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